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Koban Book 6: Conflict and EmpireThe Galactic Federation is confronted by the vast and
implacable Thandol Empire, which has coveted the former Krall region of space for eons. A region
of space now occupied and claimed by the upstart Kobani.Outnumbered, they face an opponent
who possesses new and deadly weapons. An enemy that had thousands of years to develop the
means to take on the Krall Empire, and now present the supermen with a weapon that turns their
greatest genetic asset into their greatest weakness. The new Federation must find a way to survive
the most powerful threat yet to their existence.Once again, the Kobani are between a rock and a
hard place, poised on the brink of death and destruction.Book 1 - Koban, Book 2 - The Mark of
Koban, Book 3 - Rise of the Kobani, Book 4 - Shattered Worlds, Book 5 - A Federation Forged in
Fire
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I am beyond excited to see Book 6 in print! Steve Bennett's loyal fans have been waiting for this one

like . . . vultures at a watering hole? Like a tiger waits for a wounded gazelle? Like little kids waiting
for the ice cream truck? All of the above!There aren't enough metaphors for how hard we've been
waiting!!This series is fantastic and deserves to be read by every science fiction fan who ever
wondered what it would be like to be genetically enhanced and made practically immortal!

I absolutely love the articulated way Stephen describes the intricate story line while incorporating
some seriously awesome science and engineering scenarios all while bombs are blasting
ðŸ˜„ðŸ¤”ðŸ˜€I'm already salivating for the next book in this series!!!!But unless Stephen has figured
out a way to make real life Gene Mods, I guess we'll just have to wait...impatiently, I might
add.Another job well done and I can't wait for what else you have up your sleeve.P.S.I'm
volunteering for the Gene Mod's !!!ðŸ’¥ðŸ˜€ðŸ’¥ðŸ¤”ðŸ˜•ðŸ’¥

This book as usual from you delivers. I noticed it was out Saturday night and said to myself
Christmas in august. Read it all day Sunday. Keep up the great work. And please I beg you look
after your health. I say this both for you and I, because I need you to deliver my koban fix from time t
o time :)

The Kobani need to buy time to build up their defenses and seek allies against the Thandol Empire.
Attacks must be carefully planned to harm the enemy but not send them into a vengeful,
all-out-attack mode. Humanity stands outnumbered and unprepared for war on this scale, even after
the recent conclusion of the conflict with the Krall. Can something make the Thandol become too
distracted by internal matters to launch an attack? Can one or more of the three species the
Thandol use as enforcers be persuaded to switch sides? Even if they do, still outnumbered can they
outfight the enormous Thandol war machine and their deadly weapons?This latest book is a great
read as are all the other Koban books. My only complaint is how long I'll have to wait for the next
one.

He only has one series out there but it is n excellent series well worth reading with a great plot line
and characters you can empathize with. The aliens are alien with well developed technologies that
seem possible. To understand Everything going on you really need to read the previous books
which you will enjoy also.

41/2 stars(a few typos). I truly and thoroughly enjoyed this book. All of it, even the cover. Hehehe.

Congratulations Mr Bennet you have gotten better with your story telling and your imagination must
have gotten Kobani mods. Outstanding book.

I have read and enjoyed all of the Koban series of books.HOWEVER,I am very Aggravated at the
statement you made in the front of your latest Koban book.I have bought and paid for close to 400
scifi books in the last 5 years. All on KindleI have never borrowed or loaned 1 of Them!I will not
have some ???? tell me what I can and cannot reasonably do with property that I own!Strike 1You
are not allowed to repeat any of my words to other human, Kobani or any other species!Now,
doesn't that sound Stupid?Good luck on your future mental well being---Really!

Looking forward to book 7. Kinda missed the action that is normal for these books, but I understand
you need to set the plot for the next arc. I highly recommend this series to lovers of true epic space
opera.
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